


1,300,000,000  

cars in the world  



22% of all carbon  

emissions come  

from transportation  



Cars sit idle 
95%  

of the time  
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Transit, infrastructure the top issues in  

Toronto, poll says  

Toronto dominates list of worst  

traffic jams across Canada  
Bottlenecks cost drivers 11.5 million hours and 22 million litres of fuel each year, new CAA 

study concludes.  

TIME TO LEAD  

Transit problems across Canada prompt calls for politicians to  

address issue  

'This is crazy' for Metro Vancouver  
drivers ... and congestion's growing  
worse  





Wait times in Toronto  

 Under 5 mins  

 Under 10 mins  

 Under 15 mins  

Toronto  

April 2012  



Serving underserved  

PARIS  

Time from request  

to trip start  

 Under 8 mins  

Under 16 mins  

2012  



Friday night 
closing time  

Uber requests  
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March 2012  
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Complements public transport  
LONDON  

Uber trio  

 Train station  



Extending Night Tube  

Increase: 

pickups  

LONDON  

Decreased 

pickups  



New Jersey town decides  

to pay Uber instead of  

building a parking lot  

The city says the deal will help free 

up nearly 100 parking spots at the 

transit station, as well as keep it from 

having to spend millions of dollars to 

build additional parking.  

MBTA to subsidize Uber,  

Lyft rides for customers  

with disabilities  

Customers are going to get reduced 

fares, much shorter wait times...and the 

MBTA is going to get a much lower 

operating cost on these trips.  



How a small town is using Uber to fill its  

public transit void  

Innisfil council is hoping a partnership with Uber — the 
first of its kind in Canada — will bring reliable and 
affordable on-demand transit to the town.  
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Total Uber trips uberPOOL trips  

TRAFFIC VOLUME  



312 million miles  

That’s greater than 

the distance between 

Earth and Mars  



6.2 million gallons  

of fuel  

That would fill more than 9  

Olympic swimming pools  





10% of millennial  

Uber riders in the  

U.S. say they  

have either given  

up a car or not  

bought one  



Today ridesharing  

accounts for 4%  

of all miles driven  

globally. By 2030  
it will be 25%  

Source: Morgan Stanley  



Shared self-driving cars  

would reduce the  

number of cars on the  

road by 90%  







UBER  


